WHEN SELECTING AN OUTFIT:
1. Make sure your shirt/jersey and your background are contrasting colors.
2. Make sure you have good front lighting
3. Inter Miami colors and gear are highly encouraged! Show off your Inter Miami Outfit!

WHEN PICKING OUT A BACKGROUND:
1. Avoid back lighting - make sure you are not standing in front of a window or light source.
2. Avoid having personal or private information that could be captured in the photo.
3. For best results use a solid color background.

WHEN SNAPPING THE PICTURE:
1. Preferable to have another person take the photo. Selfies will not crop well.
2. Photos from mobile devices work fine. Submit the photo in largest possible size.
3. Include some space around your head and shoulders.
4. For best results, stand 3-4 feet away from the camera/phone and take the photo at your
eye level.
5. Photos should be taken in a vertical (portrait) format from the waist up.
6. If you wear glasses, consider tilting or angeling your face so there is no glare on your eye level.
7. If you do want to wear a hat make sure there is a window or a good source of light in
front of your face.
8. If you would like to hold a sign or prop keep within shoulder distance.
*See sign/message guidelines below:

IF YOU ARE UPLOADING PRE EXISTING PHOTO OR SCAN OF A PHOTO:
1. The preferred size is 2448x3264 @ 72 DPI. The fan cutout at full size is roughly 18”w x 30”h. If your
file is smaller keep in mind image may appear blurry. You can check the file size by right clicking
the photo in your finder window.
2. If there are multiple people in the photo, after uploading your photo zoom in and move the photo
to focus on the desired person.
Inter Miami CF reserve the right to reject any submission for poor quality or inappropriateness.
**See guidelines. Fans will be notified/refunded if this is the case.

*SIGN/MESSAGING GUIDELINES:

**APPROPRIATENESS GUIDELINES

Signs must be soccer-related, in good taste and not of a commercial nature.

Images that portray obscene, lewd, explicit,

These items are prohibited:

discriminatory, derogatory, offensive, infringing

- Commercial advertisement, including slogans, websites, and phone numbers

or otherwise inappropriate content are strictly

- Social media handles and hashtags

prohibited and will be discarded.

- Offensive or negative references to any MLS team
- Names, images or likeness of any MLS players
- No statements or endorsements of political issues or candidates
Inter Miami CF reserve the right to refuse any message.

